
 
 
 
 
Supportive Parliamentarians for the Cystic Fibrosis Trust’s campaigns across the UK 
Please take a look at the list below which includes over 200 parliamentarians from England (members of 
parliament, or MPs) and devolved governments of Northern Ireland (Members of the Legislative 
Assembly, or MLAs), Scotland (Members of the Scottish Parliament, or MSPs) and Wales (Members of 
Senedd Cymru, or MSs) who have been supportive of our campaigns.  
 
These parliamentarians are on the list because they have either written to or met with a constituent, 
showed support for the issue or taken a meaningful parliamentary action – for example, writing to a 
minister, asking a parliamentary question, attending a debate or signing an early day motion. 
 
If you feel that your parliamentarian has been supportive of the Trust’s campaigns but they are not on 
the list, or if you are not sure, please get in touch so that we can add them to the list below. Please 
contact us at PublicAffairsTeam@cysticfibrosis.org.uk.  
 

     

Adams Nigel    

Afolami Bim    

Afriyie Adam    

Aiken Nickie    

Ali Rushanara    

Amess David Sir   
Anderson Fleur   

Anderson Lee   

Argar Edward   

Ashworth Jonathan   

Hilary Benn   

Blackman Bob   

Blunt Crispin   

Bottomley Peter Sir   
Brabin Tracy    

Bradshaw Ben    

Brady Graham Sir   
Brine Steve    

Bruce Fiona    

Burghart Alex    

Cadbury Ruth    

Cairns Alun    

Campbell Alan Sir   
Campbell Gregory    

Caulfield Maria    

Chalk Alex    

Charalambous Bambos    

Churchill Jo    

Clarke Simon    
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Cooper Rosie    

Cooper Yvette    

Corbyn Jeremy    

Costa Alberto    

Courts Robert    

Cowan Ronnie    

Coyle Neil    

Crabb Stephen    

Creasy Stella    

Daby Janet    

Davies David TC    

Davies Geraint    

Davies Mims    

Davey Edward Sir   
Day Martyn    

Debbonaire Thangham    

Singh Dhesi Tanmanjeet     
Docherty-
Hughes 

Martin 
   

Dodds Anneliese    

Donaldson Jeffrey Sir   
Donelan Michelle   

Doyle Price Jackie   

Dromey Jack   

Duffield Rosie   

Duncan Smith Iain   

Eagle Angela   

Efford Clive   

Evans Nigel   

Farron Tim   
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Fellows Marion   

Gill Preet Kaur   

Foxcroft Vicky   

Ghani Nusrat   

Gibson Patricia   

Gildernew Michelle   

Gilian Cheryl Dame   
Gill Preet Kaur   

Girvan Paul   

Glen John   

Grant Helen   

Gray James   

Green Kate   

Greenwood  Lilian   

Greenwood  Margaret   

Hall Luke   

Halfon Robert   

Hardy Emma   

Harman Harriet QC   
Hayes Helen    

Hayes John Sir   
Hazzard Chris    

Heald 
Oliver 

Sir 
QC   

Heappey James   

Heaton-Harris Chris   

Henderson Gordon   

Hinds Damian   

Hobhouse Wera   

Hodgson Sharon   
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Hollern Kate   

Hollingbery George   

Hollobone Phillip   

Howarth George Sir   
Howell John   

Jardine Christine   

Jarvis Dan   

Jayawardena Ranil   

Jenkyns Andrea   

Johnson Diana   

Johnson Jo   

Jones Gerald   

Jones Kevan   

Kane Mike   

Keegan Gillian   

Keeley Barbara   

Kendall Liz   

Kinnock Stephen   

Knight Julian   

Knight Greg Sir   
Lake Ben    

Lavery Ian    

Leadsom Andrea    

Leigh Edward Sir   
Lewis Clive    

Lewis Julian Dr   
Liddell-
Grainger 

Ian 
 

Linden David  

Lopez Julia  
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Lord Jonathan  

Lucas Caroline  

Maclean Rachel  

Mak Alan  

Mann Scott  

Marie Morris Anne  

Maskell Rachael  

Maskey Paul  

Matheson Chris  

May Theresa  

McCabe Steve  

McCarthy Kerry  

McDonald Stuart  

McFadden Patrick  

McGovern Alison  

McKinnell Catherine  

McVey Esther  

Menzies Mark  

Molloy Francie  

Moran Layla  

Mordaunt Penny  

Morgan Stephen  

Morris Anne-Marie  

Morris James  

Murray Ian  

Nandy  Lisa  

Neill Bob  
Nokes Caroline  

Norris Alex  

O'Brien Neil  
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Onwurah Chi  

Oswald Kirsten  

Paisley Jnr Ian  

Penning Sir Mike  

Phillips Jess  

Pritchard Mark  

Quin Jeremy  

Qureshi Yasmin  

Redwood John  

Reynolds Jonathan  

Rimmer Marie  
Robertson Laurence  

Robinson Gavin  

Rosindell Andrew  

Ross Douglas  

Rowley Lee  

Rutley David  

Russell-Moyle Lloyd  

Scully Paul  

Selous Andrew  

Shannon Jim  

Sharma Virendra  

Sheerman Barry  

Smith Henry  

Smith Jeff  

Sobel Alex  

Spellar John  

Stephens Chris  

Stevenson John  

Stewart Bob  
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Stone Jamie  

Sturdy Julian  

Sunak Rishi  

Streeter Gary  
Swayne Desmond  
Swire Hugo  
Tami Mark  

Thewliss Alison  

Thomas Derek  

Throup Maggie  

Tomlinson Michael  

Tracey Craig  

Tugendhat Tom  

Turner Karl  

Twigg Derek  

Vickers Martin  

Walker Charles  

Walker Robin  

Warburton David  

Watling Giles  

Western Matt  

Whitford Philippa  
Wiggin Bill  

Williams Hywel  

Wilson Sammy  

Winterton Rosie  
Wishart Pete  

Wood Mike  

Wragg William  

Yasin Mohammed  
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Zeichner Daniel  

 
 

 

 MSPs  

Baillie Jackie  

Baker Claire  
Beamish Claudia  

Briggs Miles  

Cameron Donald  

Carlaw Jackson  

Chapman Peter  

Cole-Hamilton Alex  

Corry Maurice  

Cunningham Roseanna  

Davidson Ruth  

Denham Ash  

Doris Bob  

Dornan James  

Findlay Neil  

Finnie John  

Gibson Kenneth  

Golden Maurice  

Harper Emma  

Kidd Bill  

Lochhead Richard  

Lyle Richard  

Mackay Rona  

Maguire Ruth  

Neil Alex  

Paterson Gil  

Sarwar Anas  
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Scott John  

Smyth Colin  

Wells Annie  

Whittle Brian  

 
 

 

 MLAs  

Armstrong Kellie  

Beggs Roy  

Bradley Sinead  

Bradshaw Paula  

Catney Pat  

Chambers Alan  

Dickson Stewart  

Durkan Mark  

Frew Paul  

Givan Paul  

Hanna Claire  

Maskey Alex  

McAleer Declan  

McCrossan Daniel  

McElduff Barry  

McGlone Patsy  

Mullan Karen  

O'Down John  

Sheehan Pat  

Stewart John  

Swann Robin  

 
 

 

 MSs  

Bowden Dawn  
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Brown Michelle  
Burns Angela  
Elis-Thoman Dafydd  
Davies Andrew RT 

Davies Paul  
Finch-Saunders Janet  
Gething Vaughan  
Griffiths John  
Gruffydd Llyr  
Hamilton Neil  
Howells Vikki  
Hutt Jane  
Isherwood Mark  
Jones Caroline  
Jones Helen Mary 

Lloyd Dai  
Millar Darren  
Neagle Lynne  
Ramsay  Nick  
Reckless Mark  
Rees David  
Rowlands David J  
Sargeant Jack  
Sayed Bethan  
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